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Richly colored garnets, gold mesh ribbon, bronze pearls, and
patinated findings harmonize with the Chinese good fortune
pendant in this necklace. 

Gold and
Good Fortune

Step 1: Form a wrapped loop on the end of a 2" piece of 22-gauge
wire. Repeat.

Step 2: Attach 26" of beading wire to one of the wrapped loops
using a crimp tube. String 6 seed beads. String 1 pearl and
2 seed beads thirty-five times. String 4 seed beads, 1 crimp tube,
and the other wrapped loop. Pass back through the tube and crimp. 

Step 3: Attach 26" of beading wire to one of the wrapped loops
using a crimp tube. String 1 garnet round and 1 garnet faceted
round fifty times. String 1 garnet round, 1 crimp tube, and the
other wrapped loop. Pass back through the tube and crimp.

MATERIALS
360 bronze size 10° seed beads
51 garnet 3mm rounds
50 garnet 5mm faceted rounds
35 bronze 7mm pearls
1 maroon 40×45mm lacquered pendant
2 gold-filled 2×4mm rondelles
2 patinated sterling silver 12×18mm

cones
1 patinated sterling silver 15mm

toggle clasp
8 gold-filled 2mm crimp tubes
24" of gold mesh ribbon
4" of gold-filled 22-gauge wire
86" of .014 beading wire
Jeweler’s cement

RESOURCES: Check your local bead shop or contact: Mesh ribbon:
Specialty Beads, www.specialtybeads.com. Lacquer pendant, garnet,
and findings: Gem & Bead Mall Inc., www.gemandbeadmall.com. 
Pearls: Taiko Imports, (503) 632-9066. Seed beads: Beadazzled,
www.beadazzled.net.

Marianne Pickett lives by the ocean in San Diego, California, with her husband and

three children. She has been making jewelry for over thirty years and sells beadwork

and silverwork in several galleries around the country. Visit her website, www.water

nymphjewelry.com.
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Tip
Mesh ribbon should be cut fifty percent longer than its fin-
ished length since length decreases as you spread it apart.

(

Step 4: Attach 26" of beading wire to one of the wrapped loops
using a crimp tube. String all but 32 of the seed beads. String
1 crimp tube and the other wrapped loop. Pass back through
the tube and crimp.

Step 5: Use an overhand knot to tie one end of the ribbon to one
of the wrapped loops and dab with jeweler’s cement. Shape
the ribbon by pulling apart the mesh every few inches. Use an
overhand knot to tie the end of the ribbon to the other wrapped
loop and dab with jeweler’s cement.

Step 6: Use one of the wrapped loop wires to string 1 cone and
1 rondelle. Form a wrapped loop that attaches to one half of
the clasp. Repeat for the other half of the necklace.

Step 7: Use 4" of beading wire to string 1 crimp tube, 16 seed
beads, and one loop of the pendant. Form a loop around the
garnet strand and ribbon, pass through the crimp tube again,
and crimp. Repeat for the other loop of the pendant. Y

TOOLS
Wire cutters
Round-nose pliers
Flat-nose pliers
Crimping pliers

FINISHED SIZE: 17"

 



YOUR WISH IS 
OUR COMMAND!
You have called, written, emailed, and pulled us aside at shows to tell us that
you want to subscribe to Stringing. Well, now you can! Become a charter
subscriber today and your first issue will mail in February 2007! 
A beautiful new issue will arrive at your door 4 times a year. 

BEADS ARE HOT!
You don’t have to be a designer to make beautiful jewelry, and you don’t
have to hunt all over for inspiring designs. Novice and experienced beaders
alike will find plenty of inspiration in every issue of Stringing magazine.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
www.stringingmagazine.com/go/JPDW6
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